Hello guys and gals!
It’s Saturday morning and the sun is shining brightly in a deep blue, cloudless sky. The reflection on the
snow makes the meadows look as if they are full of diamonds. With a high of 40 degrees today, it can’t
get much more beautiful for early February!
We had a very productive week here at the ranch. The boys spent the first part of the week gathering,
cutting and stacking the last of the firewood for this winter season while Erin took care of some big
cleaning projects in the lodge. For the second half of the week, the crew cleaned and oiled every single
saddle, saddle bag, headstall and set of chaps we have here! Everything looks amazing!
Colby’s working hard. They really got those
saddles cleaned up nicely!
Roby and Nathan getting started on cutting up
the wood they brought in the day before

The office no longer looks like a tornado ran through it either ;) I’m blown away by how many bookings
we’ve already gotten this season. So many of them are folks looking for quality horsemanship!

I spoke with Dori this morning as she described day one of the Legacy of Legends. She told me how
much fun it’s been fun seeing all of our friends/guests and hearing about the changes in their lives
toward pursuing this style of horsemanship. It is truly humbling how many lives McGinnis Meadows has
touched.
She said that Shayne and Randy have been doing great! I wouldn’t expect to hear anything less. Those
two have definitely earned everything they’ve accomplished with their horses and horsemanship. I
can’t wait to see more pictures and get more updates!
Here’s some pics of Shayne and Randy working
with their ponies in Vegas
H

It sounds like everyone is enjoying the
warm weather out there. Dori and Janet
were working on their tans while
watching the guys ride.
I’m sure Shayne and Randy will be coming
back with lots of good stuff to show us in
the coming weeks and months.
Well, have a great weekend everyone!
Des

